
A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE WITH A BUSY

What are some of the best ways you can fit regular workouts in your busy schedule in order to maintain an active
lifestyle and improve your.

Instead of aiming to lose 10 pounds, start with five. Instead of topping eggs with extra cheese or wraps with
mayonnaise, add some spicy flavor. Eating out Whether it is for business or pleasure, eating out is a part of
life. Making dinner using the slow cooker Plan your schedule to include exercise Sometimes the hardest part
of exercise is figuring out when to do it. Embrace the Crockâ€”Pot. If noshing is inevitable, fill up on a soup
or salad, and pick one item to splurge on. Pre-portion your snacks to avoid overeating. I carry a notepad and
pen and walk around Silicon Valley with headphones, which allows me to speak on the calls hands-free," she
explained. But what about sweet potato brownies? Befriend the microwave. Though it can be a tad expensive,
it gets rid of any excuses and helps prevent back pain from carrying overly heavy bags. You can cook healthy
options like fish and veggies and just keep it in ready-to-go tupperware containers in your fridge. Sometimes
hitting the snooze button feels so worth it. You might not be able to cook every meal, but you can do your best
to opt for healthy food even when you have to go out and buy some. Use your weekends wisely. And boutique
studios often offer discounted packages for newbies. Stay hydrated. Having a morning routine is an excellent
way to channel your energy into something productive, like going for a run, walking your dog, or just drinking
a cup of coffee in peace. Whether personal or professional, setting goals is a great way to grow. More from
Inc. At home, turn off tech entirely. Instead, it seems easier to grab a handful of trail mix here, a string cheese
there, a bag of pretzels between meetings, and various other nibbles before calling it a day. The opinions and
text are all mine. Take on one project at a time instead of several new responsibilities. All those extra steps
add up! Stressful days can turn into sleepless nights. Outsmart menus. Make three-ingredient meals. Drink up!
It's working so well that Gobble is expanding quickly and has raised funds in three rounds from high-profile
investors including Andreessen Horowitz and Trinity Ventures. Or stick to a salad with the dressing on the
side Enjoy sleep Sleep is hugely important to keep your body functioning at its best. Life changer. If you have
a hard time to make yourself even step foot into the gym, find options that will make physical activities
appealing to you. Working long, tiring days can put health on the back-burner. Turn off tech. Stick to
full-body moves. Set realistic goals. The multi-tasking tool cooks anything from soups to meats to oatmeal
â€”and all you have to do is throw the ingredients in and let it do its magic. Simply identify trouble areas and
try to find a solution. Turn to soups and stews. Stick to simple creations like veggie wraps, quinoa salads , or
hearty soups, which can be made in bulk and enjoyed all week. Just minutes every couple of hours during
which you allow yourself to stop and just breathe. Eating healthy alone will not give you the energy and brain
power you need for success. Listen and subscribe at www. Having a hobby like cycling, hiking, swimming or
running is a wonderful way to de-stress, get piled up toxic energy out of your system, and stay fit.


